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shares screenshot 45 days ago WhatsApp rolls out stickers to spread COVID-19 vaccine awareness 55 days ago Watch Latest Kids Kannada Nursery Horror Story 'ಮಾಟಗಾತಿಯ Whatsapp ...
Centre Vs Whatsapp: Centre submits additional affidavit in Delhi HC
Girish Karnad was all of 26 when he wrote Tughlaq. Karnad’s second Kannada-language play after Yayati was published in 1964, although Karnad had been working on it for the past few years while ...
Why Girish Karnad’s masterpiece ‘Tughlaq’ is suitable for every era
Kannada actor Pranitha Subhash married businessman Nitin Raju in Bengaluru on Sunday. Close friends and family members of the couple attended the intimate ceremony in the city. Pranitha and Nitin Raju ...
Kannada actor Pranitha Subhash marries businessman Nitin Raju
In light of the controversy over Amazon Canada allegedly abusing Karnataka icon and Kannada flag colours by using them on women’s bikini, Kannada and Culture Minister Arvind Limbavali has ...
Karnataka threatens legal action against Amazon Canada
Kannada actor Rakshit Shetty unveiled the teaser of his upcoming film 777 Charlie on 6 June — his 38th birthday. Taking to social media, the actor shared the teaser and said, "We hope that you ...
Kannada actor Rakshit Shetty releases teaser of 777 Charlie; adventure-comedy to tell story of stray dog, his companion
Bengaluru (Karnataka) [India], June 6 (ANI): The Karnataka government must take action against Amazon, said former Karnataka Chief Minister HD Kumaraswamy on Sunday after the e-commerce platform's ...
K'taka govt must 'teach Amazon a lesson', says Kumaraswamy after bikini with Kannada flag surfaces
This comes close on the heels of an outrage against tech giant Google over a search result that showed Kannada as Indias "ugliest language". "We experienced an insult of Kannada by @Google recently.
Amazon under fire in Karnataka for selling bikini with colours of state's flag, emblem
"Recent attempts to humiliate Kannadigas using Amazon and Google raise an important question. Who wants to hurt Kannada pride and why? Who has a problem with our resilient people, our great culture ...
Karnataka govt must investigate MNCs hurting Kannada pride: DK Shivakumar
Kannada as answer to a query in Google on ugliest language in India sparked an outrage on Thursday and the Karnataka government said it would issue a legal notice to the tech leader, while that ...
Google shows Kannada as ‘ugliest’ language, removes it after outrage; apologises
Rakshit released the Kannada version of the 777 Charlie teaser ... The movie is about the story of a stray dog named Charlie and his friend Dharma (Rakshit Shetty). The teaser is really ...
777 Charlie Teaser: Rakshit Shetty unveils a heartwarming teaser of his upcoming film on his birthday
A day after the southwest monsoon made an entry into Kerala, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) announced on Friday that it has made progress and set in over Karnataka. The IMD, since ...
Monsoon has set in over Karnataka: IMD
Indian Coast Guard (ICG) rescued 10 Tamil Nadu-based fishermen from 'Lord of The Ocean' stranded in the Arabian Sea, 20 nautical miles off New Mangalore in Dakshina Kannada district, on Thursday.
Coast Guard rescues 10 fishermen from Tamil Nadu near Mangaluru
The snafu this week was not the first time that Kannada speakers have said that their language was disrespected. Karnataka inspired many of the novels and short stories by RK Narayan, one of India ...
India’s ‘ugliest’ language? Google had an answer and drew a backlash
Actress Pranitha Subhash, who predominantly works in the Kannada film industry, on Sunday tied the knot with Nitin Raju, in Bengaluru. The couple got hitched in an intimate ceremony amid COVID-19 ...
Pranitha Subhash ties the knot with Nitin Raju in a hush-hush ceremony; apologises to fans for not informing them
The campaign is titled 'Corona Ko Harana Hai'. Telugu icon Chiranjeevi, Tamil star Arya, and Kannada star Punit Rajkumar are also part of the campaign. The campaign will be launched in Punjabi, ...
Akshay Kumar, Chiranjeevi back FICCI Corona awareness drive
(File photo of Anand Mahindra ) Mahindra Group ... includes the word "halli" which means "village" in Kannada. "We have a result: @NandanNilekani who agreed to be a co-judge shortlisted 4 entries ...
Anand Mahindra, Nandan Nilekani pick 'TecHalli' as alternative name to 'Silicon Valley' for Bengaluru
Actress Tamannaah Bhatia feels the star culture is changing rapidly after the boom in the digital space. Tamannaah has been one of the biggest names in the Tamil and Telugu industries for well ...
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